
History H  

Key Stage 1 Content across topics 

 

Understanding People and Places Past Present and Future Innovation and Change 
These topics explore the themes of places 
near and far; comparing landscapes. 
studying how places have changed over 
time and the impact that people have on 
the world around them. 

These topics explore the past; how lives 
were different in the past, how the past 
has shaped our present and how our 
present can shape the future. 

These topics explore how innovation has 
shaped our world; the impact of 
individuals, inventions and ideas in 
shaping the world we live in and the 
impact our own ideas and actions may 
have in the future. 

Key themes – the beliefs of people in the 
past, economic history and the migration 
of people 

Key themes – power and organisation 
(political) and social history 

Key themes  - historical significance 

Key questions 
What did people in the past believe and 
how did this effect their daily lives and 
how they were governed? 
Why do people migrate and how do 
people and places change because of this? 
What jobs did people do in the past, who 
did they trade with and why was this the 
case? 
How did people express their beliefs and 
culture? 
 
 
 
 

Key questions 
How were peoples organised, who held 
the power and how did they exercise this? 
How did this impact on ordinary people’s 
lives? 
What was life like for ordinary people 
(food, clothes, education, housing, family 
life) and how was it different from today 
and from other periods in history? 

Key questions 
What impact has this person, event, 
invention or idea had in their own time 
and across history on a local, national or 
international basis? 
How significant was this? 
What would the world be like if this 
person, event, invention or idea had not 
taken place? 
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Vocabulary 
Religion, faith, belief, God, god, myth, 
legend, church, cathedral, job, farmer, 
trade, money,  Explorer symbolism, 
foundation and creation myth, deity, 
monotheistic, polytheistic, sacrifice, after-
life, reformation, crusade, conversion, 
superstition, missionary, economy, 
industry, invention, innovation, debt, 
occupation, census, tax, taxation, 
agriculture, population 
, settle, settlement, invasion, invade, 
conquer,  migration, migrant, immigrant, 
mobility, expansion, international, 
national, local 

Vocabulary 
Rules, power, ruler, leader, queen, king, 
organise, government, parliament, laws,   
family, city, town and village, road, rail, 
ship, air-travel, school, crime and 
punishment, Job monarch, emperor, 
pharaoh, absolute monarch, absolute 
power, ruling class, aristocracy, dynasty, 
succession, military, democracy, 
dictatorship, politics, class, 
(capitalism, socialism, communism, 
fascism), civilisation, symbolism, society, 
nation, empire, kingdom, settlement, 
hunter-gatherer, transport, trade, justice, 
life-style, culture, health, education, 
treason, traitor, rebellion, revolt, human 
rights, peasantry 

Vocabulary 
Idea, reason, change, mistake, important 
cause, consequence, impact, revolution, 
evolution, significant, inspiration, inspire, 
philosophy, influence, continuity, 
aspiration 
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Cycle A 

London Out of this world X marks the spot 
Events beyond living memory that are significant 
nationally or globally  [the Great Fire of London] [Fire in 
Tudor Norwich] 

 
I Know: 
Vocabulary to explain when the Great Fire of London 
happened (before, after, hundreds of years ago).  Yr 2 – 
know the date as 1666. 
That life in London was different in the past to how it is 
today and give some examples.  (houses, transport, 
communication).  
The story of the Great Fire of London 
Simple explanations for the fire and why it spread. 
Facts about London in 1666 that help me to explain (houses 
in London were close together, had thatched rooves, were 
made of wood and wattle and daub). 
Some examples of how London changed after the fire. 
How we know about the Great Fire of London including 
Samuel Peeps’ diary. 
That there was a similar fire in Tudor Norwich with similar 
causes.   
Some examples of how Norwich has changed since Tudor 
times.   
 
 

 Significant historical events, people and places in their 
own locality. [Nelson] 

I know: 

That pirates in stories are fictional (vocab) 

That there were real pirates in the past 

Some facts about life at sea in the past (food, ships, 
living conditions, war) 

Vocabulary for explaining when Lord Nelson lived 
(before, after, long ago, hundreds of years ago) Yr 2 
know dates. 

Facts about the life of Lord Nelson 

Some reasons why Lord Nelson was important / famous. 

That Norfolk had important ports and sea connections 
in the past.   
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Cycle B 

Inventors Eco Warriors Growing and Changing 
Changes within living memory. Where appropriate, 
these should be used to reveal aspects of change in 
national life 

 
The lives of significant individuals in the past who have 
contributed to national and international achievements. 
Some should be used to compare aspects of life in 
different periods [Thomas Edison / Wright Brothers). 
 
I know: 
That technology in the past was different to today. Eg 
no electricity, mobile phones, computers and tablets, 
planes, cars) 
Some facts about how life was different in the past 
(before there were cars people rode on a horse or in a 
carriage) 
Vocabulary for talking about chronology and sequencing 
(before, after, next, after that, when Nanny was a little 
girl, before I was born). 
Some examples of inventions in sequence – horse and 
cart / train / car / aeroplane. 
Some examples of inventions that have changed daily 
life.  (before electricity we would have to use candles or 
gas lamps to see after it gets dark) (before we had 
mobile phones people had to be at home to talk over 
long distances.  Before that people wrote letters to stay 
in touch). 
The story of the invention of the light bulb (Thomas 
Edison) and the Aeroplane (the Wright Brothers).  (see 
science and DT) 
 

 

 Changes within living memory. Where appropriate, 
these should be used to reveal aspects of change in 
national life  
 
Personal history – changes in our lifetime, a timeline 
of me 
 
I know: 
Vocabulary for talking about chronology and 
sequencing (before, after, next,  year, decade, century 
(year 2).  
The chronology of my family – grandparents, parents 
and myself. (older, younger) 
That life was different when my grandparents / 
parents were little.   
My age and when my birthday is. 
Some events from my life in chronological order 
Some national or international events I can remember 
(eg death of Queen Elizabeth II) 
Some national or international events my parents and 
grandparents can remember. 
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Cycle C 

Food People and Places All creatures great and small 
The history and changes in  food 

changes within living memory. Where appropriate, 
these should be used to reveal aspects of change in 
national life  
 
I know: 
Vocabulary for talking about the past (before, after, long 
ago, in the past, hundreds of years ago 
That life in the past was different today 
That technology has changed over time and that this has 
impacted on daily life (electricity, phones, mobile 
phones, ovens, microwaves) 
Some examples of food in the past 
Facts about where food comes from now and came from 
in the past 
Some examples of how  food is different now than in the 
past.   
 

  Changes within living memory. Where appropriate, 
these should be used to reveal aspects of change in 
national life  
 
Personal history – changes in our lifetime, a timeline 
of me 
 
I know: 
Vocabulary for talking about chronology and 
sequencing (before, after, next,  year, decade, century 
(year 2).  
The chronology of my family – grandparents, parents 
and myself. (older, younger) 
That life was different when my grandparents / 
parents were little.   
My age and when my birthday is. 
Some events from my life in chronological order 
Some national or international events I can remember 
(eg death of Queen Elizabeth II) 
Some national or international events my parents and 
grandparents can remember. 
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Cycle D 

Night and day A Giant Mystery Dungeons and dragons 
Grace Darling 

 
the lives of significant individuals in the past who have 
contributed to national and international achievements. 
Some should be used to compare aspects of life in 
different periods 
 
I know: 

Vocabulary for talking about chronology and sequencing  
That life in the past was different to now 
 
That lighthouses were powered by candle light and kept 
ships from running onto the rocks 
That communication in the past was different to now (no 
telephones or internet).  This made getting help difficult 
and different from today. 
That boats / ships were powered by sails or oars. 
Some examples of what a night sea rescue might have been 
like. 
Some explanations of why Grace Darling was brave and wht 
her story is still told today. 
Some comparisons with a modern day RNLI rescue. 
 
The story of the “gunpowder plot”  
Some reasons why people celebrate with fireworks and 
bonfires on the 5th November 
 

 
 

  
Events beyond living memory that are significant 
nationally or globally (1066 and the battle of Hastings.  
Why castles were built) 

 
I Know: 
Vocabulary to explain when the Battle of Hastings 
happened (before, after, hundreds of years ago).  Yr 2 – 
know the date as 1066 
That life in the past  was different in the past to how it is 
today and give some examples.  (houses, transport, 
communication).  
The story of the invasion of England by William the 
Conqueror in 1066. 
Simple explanations for why William the Conqueror built 
castles 
Facts about how castles were designed including 
vocabulary (moat, drawbridge, arrow slit, mott and baily, 
keep) 
Some examples of how Castles changed over time (square 
towers, round towers, defence to stately homes) 
How we know about castles and how they were used 
Facts about Norwich castle (who built it, what from, 
defensive features) .   
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